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Digital business is a necessity today. Most other esignature solution 
come with inadequate evidence, security and consumer consent. 

Ensure your business goes digital in a compliant way with power of 
secure digital signatures, that use - geotagging, IP based checks, 

time stamping, crypto storage and also optional quick video 
verification of the signee, for increased evidence. 

All this data is then available in an easy to retrieve audit certificate 
which is tamper proof and can be shown as evidence anywhere. 
Consent trail is also stored and available to prove compliance to 

both regulatory and privacy laws.

Simple, Secure and Legal 
Digital Signatures

Use our Digital Signature services for

Wide range of Applications

Lending Contracts

Insurance Contracts

Travel ID verifications

Investment Documents

Multiparty Contracts

reachout@signzy.com
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Our Features

User Friendly
User can complete the journey in 25 seconds

Privacy
Contract Information is stored as hash and hence confidential 
information is always protected. Other such measures ensure 

Signzy system meets strictest requirements under GDPR and 
Indian Privacy laws

Audit Trail
Detailed audit trail of signee consent containing document 
hashes, IP, geotag, time-stamp etc. which can be produced as 
evidence in court

Seamless Integration
Integrate faster with existing infrastructure in under 30 mins 
using developer friendly sandbox 

Secure
Bank grade security with industry leading end to end SSL 
encryption. And unique alert mechanism that notifies the 
stakeholders as soon as a risky party or transaction occurs

Multi-device compatibility
Runs on mobile apps and supports most modern web 

browsers 

Biometric Capture
Uses advanced AI and computer vision to create proof of 

presence and consent

Legal
Workflow and app design developed with input from legal 
luminaries to ensure compliance with Indian Contract Act 

and IT Act
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Select the signature
option

Draw the signature

Preview the contract Multiple options to
create the sign

Biometric Capture Successful completion
of Signing the contract
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